APPLICATION:
This Cal-Green 4X container provides equal performance to one gallon
of Cal-Green (at 4:1 ratio) when a smaller size is desired. Clean the
outdoor coil unit with Cal-Green 4x - a natural, environmentally
friendly coil cleaner. This non-foaming, non-toxic cleaner is
outstanding for removing the dirt and grime that hinder heat transfer
of any coil design.
DO NOT USE ON INDOOR COILS. FOR OUTDOOR USE ONLY.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
This product must be used in accordance to the following directions by
HVACR professionals only.
1. Goggles, gloves and other protective garments must be worn when
using this product. System must be shut off.
2. Connect hose assembly to Clean Connect Sprayer. If Probe
connector is used, adequately tighten with wrenches to Nu-Calgon
Probe (4774-1) for the first time, then attach to sprayer.
3. Connect Clean Connect Sprayer to bottle, keep bottle cap.
4. Toggle to clean mode on sprayer and depress handle to spray
diluted solution onto dirty condenser coil. Allow it to remain in
contact on the dirty surface for 5-10 minutes.
5. Toggle to rinse on sprayer and rinse coil thoroughly with water.
6. Apply Cal-Shield® as a coil protectant and return system to service.
7. When the Cal-Green 4X container is empty, replace cap and dispose
of properly or if contents remain recap bottle for another job.
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CLEAN CONNECT SYSTEM

Cal-Green 4 x
CONCENTRATE COIL CLEANER
Use With Clean Connect Sprayer

OEM Approved for
Microchannel
Eco-friendly Cleaner
Equal to One Gallon
of Cal-Green
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY

1 U.S. Quart (946 mL)

Clean Connect Sprayer
P/N: 4773-0

Adapts to Nu-Calgon Probe
P/N: 4774-1

Features:
ü Concentrate quart = gallon traditional
Cal-Green (4:1 ratio)
ü Takes less space on truck
ü Easier to carry on roof
ü Cleaner connecting - no more pouring or spilling
ü Use what is needed - simply cap bottle for next job
ü Dilution orifice in bottle - less likely for sprayer to clog
ü Easier to ship to job sites

GREEN SELECT PRODUCTS:
Nu-Calgon’s Green Select coil cleaners are specially formulated
to be eco-friendly for any coil cleaning situation. Furthermore, the
ingredients are continually re-evaluated to ensure they are the best
available under Nu-Calgon’s Green Select program. Our unsurpassed
dedication to provide new field solutions that meet U.S. EPA Safer
Choice Program standards makes Nu-Calgon a market leader in
environmentally responsible cleaners. Our Green Select family of
products is safer for people and the environment than traditional coil
cleaning products - and best of all, they are effective.
To learn more about Green Select products please visit us at:
www.nucalgon.com/green.

DANGER
Causes serious eye irritation.

PREVENTION: Wear eye protection. RESPONSE: IF IN EYES: Rinse
cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if
present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. Immediately call a POISON
CENTER or doctor.
STORAGE: Store away from incompatible materials.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
DISPOSAL: Dispose of container in accordance with local, regional,
national and international regulations.

